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spotlight on education
For over ten years Washroom Washroom has been at the head of the class in
manufacturing and installing leading washrooms across the education sector.
Our wide range of washroom systems, from the fruit-shaped Frutti to the soft curves
of the Bambino and sophistication of the Intermezzo are ideal for nursery, junior and
higher education applications and are all available in an array of colour choices, materials
and finishes including hard wearing and environmentally friendly recycled options.
In addition to a wide range of cubicle options designed to provide privacy, security and
where appropriate, supervision for younger children, we also design, manufacture and
install a string of complementary products, including vanities, lockers and benching.

Established in 2001, Washroom Washroom has successfully built on its philosophy to
design, manufacture and install high quality innovative washroom products, on time and
within budget. During this time the company has developed a range of washroom cubicles,
vanities, lockers and benching together with a dedicated bespoke joinery service, that meets
the changing demands of markets as diverse as leisure, commercial, retail and education.
Washroom Washroom’s leading team of designers pay close attention to the selection and
integration of materials and our manufacturing team, operating state-of-the-art CNC
machinery, ensure that the construction of the ranges will more than meet the
requirements of the client.
Working closely with regulators and environmental groups, we are committed to
protecting the environment wherever we operate. We constantly review and monitor our
suppliers, products and processes in order to minimise environmental pollution, and waste.
In addition to recycling where possible our own waste, we can also manufacture from a
range of recycled materials including a colourful range of vanities and panels produced
from recycled plastic bottles.
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Frutti
Friendly and fun cubicles for
nurseries and infant schools

frutti
Frutti is a free standing cubicle
system offered in solid grade
laminate for maximum
durability. In place of a headrail
the pilasters are supported by
a floor mounted bracket for
added rigidity.
Using the latest manufacturing
technology, the panels can be
machined to produce the
impression of a range of different
fruits. Combined with different
colours, and digital or screen print
options, it has never been easier
to make a fun washroom to
encourage regular use.

specification
12/13mm Solid Grade Laminate with edges
machined to smooth finish.

fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, floor mounted
stability bracket and satin anodised
aluminium full length channels.

dimensions
Height (top of door): 1050mm (900mm panel)
Height (top of partition): 1200mm
Height (top of pilaster): 1200mm
Floor clearance: 150mm (under door only)
* Depth: 1500-1800mm
The heights quoted above are for guidance only.
Washrooms designed for younger or older children
may require shorter or taller cubicles. Frutti is
available to suit your requirements.

access considerations
Frutti toilet cubicles are available in configurations
to comply with approved Document M.

*Cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.
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Bambino
Safety, supervision and durability
for junior school washrooms

bambino
Bambino is a full sized cubicle
with reduced height doors to
facilitate supervision and to
alleviate any intimidation that a
standard cubicle may impose.
Offered in a choice of HPL or SGL
Bambino cubicles combine a front
mounted headrail with sweeping
curves to the doors, the pilasters
are also radiused to soften the
visual impact and provide a
unique aesthetic.
The removal of right angles can
be mirrored in the duct access
panelling and vanity underpanel
design to culminate in a
washroom unlike any other.

specification
12/13mm Solid Grade Laminate with edges
machined to smooth finish.

fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, coathook, pedestal
legs with easily operable cast plastic indicator bolt,
full length satin anodised aluminium channels and
solid grade laminate headrail straps.

dimensions
Height (top of door): to suit
Height (top of partition): 1950mm
Height (top of pilaster): 2075mm
Floor clearance: 150mm
* Depth: 1500-1800mm
The heights quoted above are for guidance only. Washrooms designed for
younger or older children may require shorter or taller doors. Bambino is
available to suit your requirements.
access considerations
Bambino toilet cubicles are available in configurations to comply with
approved Document M complete with outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside face of all outward
opening doors as standard. Complementary grab rails are also available.

*Cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.
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Mezzo
Stunning cubicle system with
aerofoil profile pilasters

mezzo
Depending on panel material
chosen the Mezzo system can
be used as toilet and shower
cubicles. Changing cubicles are
also available complete with
complementary benching.
Mezzo cubicles comprise curved
aluminium pilasters and headrail
with door and division panel
options to suit your specific
requirements. Typically the cubicle
is set out with 150mm floor
clearance with the option of down
to floor pilasters and divisions
where increased privacy is required.

mezzo

Mezzo is available with a choice
of panel including MFC, HPL, solid
grade laminate, glass and veneer.
When cubicle requirements dictate
that the cubicle centres need to
be greater than 850mm we offer a
split pilaster detail ‘Mezzo Duet’ as
an option which allows a 450mm
turning circle within the cubicle.
mezzo duet

specification
The Mezzo range is available in various material
options, to suit any application:
MRC - dry, light use
HPL - dry, medium use
SGL - all uses
Veneer - high end uses
Glass - high end uses (see page 14 for details)
Please contact us for full specification details
covering the Mezzo range.

dimensions
Height: 1950mm
Height (overall framework): 2040mm
Floor clearance: 150mm
* Depth: 1500-1800mm
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles are also available
with minimal floor clearance for increased privacy.

fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, channel cleats and
coathook, satin anodised aluminium pedestal
legs. All Mezzo cubicles are supplied with an
easily operable indicator bolt, type will depend
upon cubicle chosen.

*Cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.

access considerations
Mezzo cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with approved Document M complete with
outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside
face of all outward opening doors as standard.
Complementary grab rails are also available.
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Intermezzo
Maximum privacy ideal for
modern school environments

intermezzo
Intermezzo offers a fully
enclosed solution that is suitable
for all washrooms and changing
rooms requiring high levels of
privacy whilst remaining
commercially viable.
Manufactured from SGL for
unparalleled durability with floor
to ceiling aluminium pilasters
providing a stylish rigid structure,
Intermezzo ticks all the boxes for
the modern schools washroom
requirements.
Partitions are extended to the
floor and the ceiling with overhead
panels above the door providing
complete visual privacy to the user.

specification
12/13mm Solid Grade Laminate with edges machined
to smooth finish.
Pilaster: Satin anodised aluminium aerofoil sections.
Headrail: Satin anodised aluminium aerofoil section
(if required).
fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges and coathook, satin
anodised aluminium full length channels and easily
operable cast plastic indicator bolt.

dimensions
Height: up to 2700mm, dependent on material chosen
Height (door panel): up to 2000mm, dependent on
material chosen, with over door panel
* Floor clearance: 20mm (door undercut)
Depth: 1500-1800mm

access considerations
Intermezzo toilet cubicles are available in configurations to comply with
approved Document M complete with outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside face of all outward
opening doors as standard. Complementary grab rails are also available.

*Depending on materials chosen, cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.
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Forté
Ultimate durability for the
toughest of environments

forté
Designed for use within wet
and dry areas, Forté is the perfect
cubicle for use in schools and
any other environment subject
to high traffic. As solid grade
laminate is totally impervious
to water Forté can be used as
shower and wet area changing
cubicles.
Forté cubicles are manufactured
from 12/13mm solid grade
laminate (compact), an extremely
robust and waterproof material.
Combined with a contemporary
continuous headrail for excellent
lateral stability Forté cubicles offer
an affordable and long term
solution to your washroom
requirements.

specification
12/13mm Solid Grade
Laminate with edges
machined to smooth
finish.
fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges,
channel cleats and coathook,
easily operable cast plastic
indicator bolt, ‘D’ shaped
satin anodised aluminium
headrail and pedestal legs.

dimensions
Height: 1950mm
Floor clearance: 150mm
* Depth: 1500-1800mm
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles are also available
with minimal floor clearance for increased privacy.
This may be of particular use within schools and
unisex installations where mobile phone cameras
pose a privacy issue.
access considerations
Forté toilet cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with approved Document M complete with
outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside
face of all outward opening doors as standard.
Complementary grab rails are also available.

*Cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.
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Arpeggio
The Arpeggio vanity units collection
offers a wide choice of options

arpeggio
The Arpeggio collection offers one of the most
comprehensive vanity unit ranges on the market. Choose
from a variety of shapes, sizes and materials, including high
pressure laminate and solid grade laminate, to create the
perfect solution to your requirements.

High pressure laminate (HPL)
Practical and economical surfacing for
everyday washrooms. Ideally suited for
medium traffic areas such as offices
and industrial units. Only top mounted
wash hand basins can be used in
Arpeggio HPL vanity units.

Solid grade laminate (SGL)
Solid grade laminate (SGL) is extremely
durable and water resistant making it perfect
for use in schools and other areas subject to
high-traffic or prone to vandalism. Due to
the true waterproof nature of the material,
SGL vanity units can be fitted with
undermounted wash hand basins.

construction
High-pressure laminates
Arpeggio HPL vanity tops are manufactured from 18mm
moisture resistant MDF with high pressure laminate to
both sides, the long edges are postformed to create the
rolled edges. Exposed ends are capped with moisture
resistant MDF and laminated to match face colour.
solid grade laminates
Arpeggio SGL vanity tops are manufactured from
10/12mm solid grade laminate, which is totally
impervious to water and highly resistant to vandalism.
Exposed ends are infilled with matching material.

colour options
Various colours are available, dependent
on material specified. Please ask for details.
edge and profile options
High pressure laminate tops are produced with
postformed downstand (apron) with a rolled
edge; they can also be postformed at the rear
to produce an integral coved upstand facilitating
easy cleaning and unsightly degradable mastics.
Solid laminate vanity tops are produced from
flat sheet material with rebated front edges to
minimize the black core of the material.

*Cantilever brackets require a solid wall or adequate support within a dry lined wall to ensure secure fixing.

supports and under panels
Purpose built timber frames and wall hung
cantilever* brackets are available for
Arpeggio vanity units in complementary
materials such as HPL and SGL. Under
panels are available in all of the options
above to match or contrast with the top.
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Tempo lockers
Durable and attractive lockers
with sizing flexibility

tempo lockers
Tempo lockers are the perfect
solution for secure personal
storage in high traffic areas
such as public leisure centres,
swimming pools and schools.
The combination of water/vandal
resistant SGL carcass and rigid
aluminium framework affords
exceptional strength and permits
total sizing flexibility.
Available in a range of colours,
which can be mixed to provide a
lighter appearance, Tempo offers a
non-porous, easy clean solution for
the changing room environment.

lock options
Coin return locks - perfect for public sports this
lock is adjustable to facilitate various coinage
including Euros and tokens.
Card locks - ideal for member only facilities this provides
a cash free alternative. Credit card style membership
cards can be adapted to operate these locks.
Digital code locks - no keys to manage, operated
by 4 digit code of users choice (with override).
Cam locks - for use with personalised/allocated locker
installations such as staff rooms and schools.
Locker hasp - for use where the user provides
their own padlock.

specification
Carcass
6mm white solid grade laminate
Doors
12/13mm solid grade laminate with inset number disc
Shelves
12/13mm white solid grade laminate
Framework satin anodised aluminium sections
Hinges
satin anodised aluminium sprung hinges

dimensions
Height: 1800mm. Width: 300mm
Depth: 500mm. Plinth: By others
The above dimensions reflect typical standardised
locker sizes. However Tempo lockers are available
manufactured to suit your specific requirements.
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Tempo benching
Resilient and elegant
changing room benching

tempo benching
Tempo benching comprises
corrosion resistant aluminium
frames and choice of seating
materials to stand the test of time
in both wet and dry environments.
Many configurations are offered
including wall mounted and island
styles with integral clothes rails if
required.
An aluminium framework/bracket
system pre-treated and polyester
powder coated to ensure a top
quality and durable finish, supports
a choice of seating options. All floormounted styles are supported on
adjustable legs for on site levelling.

specification
Supports manufactured from pre treated powder coated aluminium with floor
mounted option having adjustable feet. Bench styles include floor mounted to
wall, floor mounted island, wall mounted (cantilevered) and full island with high
level hookrails.

hookrails
Independent complementary hookrails can be provided in either a single or
double pattress arrangement. As with Type B seats, the double version is
machined from a solid plank for increased durability and neater fixings. Coat
hooks are supplied at approximately 300mm centres.

seat options
Type A - single 300mm wide seating plank is manufactured from 12/13mm
solid grade laminate.

dimensions
Height: 450mm (top of seat)
Width: 300-650mm
Tempo benching is manufactured to suit your specific requirements including the
current recommendations of Sport England i.e. 450mm wide x 480mm high.

Type B - single seating plank machined with integral slots for slatted
appearance, maintaining much of the strength of a single piece. 300mm wide,
manufactured from 12/13mm solid grade laminate.
Type C - comprises three individual hardwood slats 30mm thick x 90mm wide.
Finished with two coats of AC lacquer.
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University of Westminster, London
After previously completing refurbishment
work in Westminster’s student union including
a striking bar and leisure facility undertaken by
Washroom’s specialist joinery division,

21

the college immediately identified
Washroom Washroom to design the
specifications and undertake the
manufacture and installation of the
WC and shower areas of the new
building.

Washroom provided a carefully
selected choice of bold colours to
create a contemporary theme
running throughout. A chic look was
created which comprised of stylish
Mezzo Aqua WC cubicles and

Concerto ducting manufactured in
hardwearing Black SGL to provide a
long lasting option. Arpeggio vanity
units sustained the black theme,
manufactured from black Granite.
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Bognor Regis Community College, Sussex
Intermezzo WC cubicles combine with Concerto
solid laminate WC ducts and Concerto solid
laminate vanity ducts to create a striking and
functional washroom environment.
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Tidemill Academy
Washroom went back to school with its recent
supply of eye-catching specifications for the
£21 million development of the new Tidemill
Academy in Lewisham, London.
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The unique project, which includes a rooftop five-a-side
football pitch, saw Washroom Washroom provide agespecific washrooms for pupils and visitors alike. With the
schools facilities open to the public, Washroom Washroom
utilised cubicles from across its range to create washrooms
specific to the end users age, specifying a number of
products from its education range.

For younger students, the Bambino was specified to provide a
colourful and comfortable space. The Bambino cubicle system is
specifically designed for children of junior school age who may
not feel comfortable using washroom facilities designed for
adults. Solid grade laminate was used to provide a cost effective
and durable space which is extremely hardwearing, water
resistant and ideal for high traffic areas prone to vandalism.
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Tidemill Academy Library
Washroom also provided a number
of products for Tidemill Academy’s
Library. With visitors and older
students in mind, Washroom
provided its stylish and

hardwearing Mezzo stainless
steel and Forté cubicles. The more
‘grown up’ look and stainless steel
finish helps set the washrooms
apart from those aimed at younger
students and puts the user at ease.
The cubicles also help provide the

privacy that older end users
demand. Concerto WC ducts
and Arpeggio vanity units were
installed to complement the
cubicles and provide both stylish
and practical specifications for
use by students and visitors.
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Visit www.washroom.co.uk to request and
download literature on the full range of
washroom products.
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Complete washroom solutions
A single source of inspiration featuring
our complete range of products.

Commercial
Commercially focused washroom cubicles,
lockers, vanities and ducting solutions.
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Secure accommodation
A total service for the secure sector including
design, manufacture and installation.

on

sector

public sector

LEISURE

Leisure
High performance washroom solutions for
leisure environments.

PUBLIC SECTOR

Public sector
Specialist products and services to meet the
changing demands of the public sector.

Specialist joinery
The complete bespoke solution, from
reception counters to specialist features.

Washroom Washroom Ltd | the complete washroom solution
Units 1-10 Hill Farm
Epping Lane, Abridge
Essex RM4 1TU

Tel. 0800 999 8888
Email. info@washroom.co.uk
Web. www.washroom.co.uk

Due to a policy of continual product development, Washroom Washroom Ltd reserves the right to
alter any of the information given in this publication without prior notice.

